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➤ Nurture your ward in such
a way that their originality and
creativity make them shine
bright, says a teacher  

➤Enter the world of
Metaverse, which has 
captured the imagination of
tech giants, and decode it
with Times NIE
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➤Vinicius, Benzema
star as Real Madrid
thrash Valencia

PAGE 4 Veer Baal Diwas to be
observed on Dec 26 as
tribute to Guru Gobind

Singh's sons

P rime Minister Narendra Modi
announced on Sunday that
December 26, starting this

year, will be observed as ‘Veer Baal
Diwas’ as a tribute to the 10th Sikh
guru Gobind Singh's four sons who
were executed by the Mughals.
Modi's announcement came on the
day of the birth anniversary of the
Sikh guru.  "The bravery and ideals
of Mata Gujri, Sri Guru Gobind
Singh Ji and the four Sahibzades
give strength to millions of people.
They never bowed to injustice.
They envisioned a world that is
inclusive and harmonious. It is the
need of the hour for more people to
know about them," he said.

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2

M
ost
fore-
cast-
ers,
inclu

ding the Bloomberg
Economics, have as their
base case a robust
recovery, with cooling
prices and a shift away
from emergency mone-
tary-policy settings. The
Big Q: What could go
wrong? Plenty, warn
economists. Some
things might go better
than expected too, of
course. Governments
may decide to keep fis-
cal support in place...

OMICRON AND MORE
LOCKDOWNS
It's early for a definite verdict on the Omi-
cron variant of Covid-19. Apparently, more
contagious than its predecessors, it may
prove less deadly too. That would help the
world get back to something like pre-pan-
demic normal, which means spending more
money on services. Lockdowns and Covid
caution have kept people out of gyms or
restaurants, for example, and encouraged
them to buy more stuff instead. A rebal-
ancing of spending could boost global growth
to 5.1% from the Bloomberg Economics base
forecast of 4.7%. But we may not get that

lucky. A more contagious and deadly vari-
ant would drag on economies. Even a three-
month return to the toughest 2021 restric-
tions — countries like the UK have already
moved in that direction — could see 2022
growth slow to 4.2%. 
In that scenario, demand would be weaker
and the world's supply problems would like-
ly persist, with workers kept out of labour
markets and further logistics snarl-ups. Al-
ready this month, the Chinese city of Ning-
bo — home to one of the world's busiest
ports—  has seen fresh lockdowns.

THE THREAT OF 
INFLATION
At the start of 2021, the US was to end the
year with two per cent inflation. Instead, it's
close to seven per cent. In 2022, once again,
the consensus expects inflation to end the
year close to target levels. Another major
miss is possible. Omicron is just one poten-
tial cause. Wages, already rising at a rapid
clip in the US, could climb higher. Tensions

between Russia and Ukraine could
send gas prices surging. With climate
change bringing more disruptive
weather events, food prices may con-
tinue to rise. Not all the risks are in
the same direction. A new wave of the
virus could hit travel for example —
dragging down oil prices. Even so, the
combined impact could still be a
stagflationary shock that leaves the
Fed and other central banks with no
easy answers.

Economic risks 
FOR 2022

TURMOIL IN EUROPE
Solidarity among leaders who back the
European project, and European Central
Bank activism to keep govt borrowing
costs under control, helped Europe weath-
er the Covid crisis. In the year ahead,
both could fade. A fight over the Italian
presidency in January could upend the
fragile coalition in Rome. France heads
to the polls in April with President E
Macron facing challenges from the right.
If euro-sceptics gain power in the bloc's
key economies, it could shatter the calm
on European bond markets and deprive
the ECB of the political support required
to respond.

FOOD PRICES AND UNREST
Hunger is a historic driver of social unrest. A combination
of Covid effects and bad weather has pushed world food prices
near record highs, and could keep them elevated next
year. The last food-price shock in 2011 triggered a
wave of popular protests, especially in the Middle
East. Many countries in the region remain exposed.
Sudan, Yemen, and Lebanon — already under stress
— all look at least as vulnerable today as they did
in 2011, and some are more so. Egypt is only
marginally better-off. Popular uprisings are
rarely localised events. The risk of broader
regional instability is real.

POLITICS
Any escalation between mainland
China and Taiwan— from blockade
to outright invasion— could draw in
other world powers,including the US.
A superpower war is the worst case,
but scenarios short of that include
sanctions that would freeze ties be-
tween the world's two biggest
economies, and a collapse in Tai-
wan’s production of the semicon-
ductors that are crucial to global output
of everything from smartphones to cars.
Elsewhere, Brazil is scheduled to hold elec-
tions in October — against a back-
drop of pandemic turbulence and
a still-depressed economy. 

Women, who are successful in
sports, are the beacon of inspi-

ration and hope to women in
general because sports level the
playing field where the cricket ball
doesn’t differentiate between male
or female player, it just travels at
the speed at which it is thrown.
Going forward I would be very happy
to see young girls taking up this

sport. From where I started
in the 90s, not knowing

about women’s cricket,
to a point where today

not just the young girls
but also young boys look

up to women
cricketers as
role models, is
some serious
progress made

MITHALI RAJ,
captain, India's
women
team

Class XII exams: SC strikes
down condition in CBSE policy
to consider marks scored in
later test

T
he Supreme Court on Friday struck down a condition specified in a
clause in the CBSE's evaluation
policy of June last year, which
stated that marks obtained in

the later examination will be considered as
final for assessing class XII students. The
apex court, which was hearing a plea filed
by some students who had appeared in the
CBSE exams last year for improving their
marks in class XII, noted that a grievance
has been made about the provision in clause
28 of the June 17, 2021 policy, which stated
that “….as per this policy, marks scored in
later examination will be considered final”. “As a result, we have no hesitation in
striking down the condition specified in clause 28 that as per the policy, marks
scored in later examination will be considered final,” the bench said.

 On June 17 last year, the top court had approved the assessment
schemes of the Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations
(CISCE) and the CBSE, which had adopted the 30:30:40 formula for evalu-
ation of marks for students of XII standard based on the results of class
X, XI and XII respectively
 The CBSE had earlier said it would evaluate class XII students for theo-
ry based on 30 per cent marks from class X board, 30 per cent from class
XI, and 40 per cent from marks based on the performance in the unit,
mid-term, and pre-board tests in class XII

The top court noted that the
petitioners have the griev-
ance that this condition has
been inserted in departure
of the earlier schemes where
the better of the two marks
obtained by a candidate in a
subject was to be considered
for the final declaration of
results

'Drive My Car' feted
with best picture 

honour at National
Society of Film Critics

J apanese drama 'Drive My Car' has won
the best picture from this year's edition
of the National Society of Film Critics,

continuing its streak of major prizes from major
critics groups. The organisation announced its
honours on Saturday, reports variety.com.

Ryusuke Hamaguchi's sweeping drama
also won top honours from the Los
Angeles Film Critics Association and
New York Film Critics Circle. Along
with the best picture, 'Drive My Car'
also won for director, screenplay
and best actor for Hidetoshi
Nishijima.

 A prestigious organi-
sation known for its
highbrow taste, the
National Society of Film
Critics (NSFC) boasts
members from across top
entertainment publications

 Last year, 'Nomadland'
took home the top prize,

besting 'First Cow' by only 
two votes

Ratan Tata’s authorised biography to hit
the stands in November this year

Education H arperCollins has acquired the rights to
publish the authorised biography of Tata
Sons chairman emeritus Ratan Tata, and

the book—'Ratan N Tata: The Authorised
Biography', will be published globally in all for-
mats in November this year. Tata’s biography will
be penned by former senior bureaucrat and retired
IAS officer Thomas Matthew. The book will shed
light on the story of one of India’s best-known
industrialists and philanthropists, who overcame
many obstacles and whose limitless benevolence
took priority over business compulsions.

Ratan Tata turned the Tata conglomerate into a
global colossus, daring to acquire the marquee
brands of Tetley Tea, Jaguar Land Rover and
Corus Steel, among others. Today, the group is
India’s most valuable brand and amongst the
most respected worldwide, with a market capi-
talisation of over $250 billion that employs
over 750,000 people – who make cars, blend
tea, write software, among much else – across
100 countries,” said HarperCollins India

BOOK

Hollywood star Leonardo DiCaprio now has his own
type of tree. According to ‘People’, scien-
tists at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,

recently discovered a new type of tree, and decid-
ed to name it after Leonardo, who has been a long
time advocate for environment-related problems.

 The Leo tree, with the official
name of ‘Uvariopsis dicaprio’ is a
small and tropical, evergreen
tree that showcases glossy 
yellow flowers growing from
its trunk
 The official naming of
Leonardo’s tree comes at a
time when the actor tried to
address environmental prob-
lems with fiction drama ‘Don’t
Look Up’

Leonardo DiCaprio has
a tree named after him

NAMESAKE

FACTOIDFACTOID
1.8 MILLION

That's the number of deaths
caused in several cities across
the world in 2019 due to urban
air pollution, claims a study by
Lancet.  The global average
urban PM2.5 concentration in
2019 was 35 µg/m3, which is
over three times the WHO 2005
guideline for annual average
PM2.5 (10 µg/m3), resulting in
45 to 77 premature deaths per
100,000 people, the study
found. It also said that long-
term exposure to unhealthy air
quality is associated with pre-
mature mortality from a variety
of diseases, including cardiovas-
cular disease, respiratory dis-
ease, lung cancer, and lower res-
piratory infection.

Entertainment



T
he metaverse has
been a part of
video games for
a while now. But

with the metaverse
becoming an official
‘reality’, pun intend-
ed, we are going to
see games that are
far more immersive.

Here are a few 

SANDBOX
It offers a virtual world in

which you can create, take own-
ership and capitalise on moneti-

sation prospects with their gaming
experience. The most striking highlight

is that it allows players to develop games
of their own in the metaverse.

AXIE INFINITY
Axie Infinity is a unique creature with specif-
ic features. You can also
battle with another
Axies in the game
and use your experi-

ence for winning
and earning

rewards. .

SORARE
It’s a football
NFT game.

Most important of
all, over 180
real-life foot-
ball clubs are
officially reg-
istered on
Sorare! 

Source:
01blockchains.com 

02 “What is inevitable is not death but change. Change is the only abiding
reality. The metaverse evolves, fractally and forever. Dust becomes

men, men become gods, gods become dust.” 
Robert Charles Wilson
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What is Metaverse?
I

magine it’s your son’s
birthday. But he can-
not play with his best
friends because of an
impending lockdown

and the threat of Omnicron.
What does he do? He cele-
brates with his friends on
‘Roblox’ (a global platform
that brings people together
through play). On this plat-
form he can hang out with
his friends, play different
games and win points. All in
virtual space. But the expe-
rience is real because he is
hearing his friends’ voices,
his gaming avatar is playing
with theirs, and all of them

are actually having fun. Just
because your son isn’t physi-
cally close to his friends
doesn’t mean he cannot have
a birthday celebration like
he wanted. That, in short, is
a part of the metaverse
world.

The definition
Scott Nover defined ‘meta-
verse’ in ‘Quatrz’ like this:

“If the contemporary in-
ternet experience is

two-dimen-

sional – meaning you browse
and scroll through it on a
screen. The metaverse is 3D.
You’ll be “walking” through
it via connected headsets or
glasses.” Now, let’s get into
the details. But not so much
that it befuddles the mind. A
metaverse is a network of
3D virtual worlds focused on
social connection. The term
‘metaverse’ has its origins in
the 1992 science fiction nov-
el ‘Snow Crash’ as a port-
manteau of ‘meta’ and ‘uni-
verse’.

Internet in ’70s
A recent article
in the tech mag-
azine ‘Wired’
said: To a certain
extent, talking
about “what the
metaverse means”
is a bit like having
a discussion about
what “the inter-
net” meant in the
1970s. So, without
getting our heads
in a tizzy, let’s
simplify a concept that
everyone is talking
about though the scope
of metaverse isn’t fully
realised yet.

We are getting there. To
simplify, mentally replace
the phrase ‘the metaverse’
with ‘cyberspace’. Ninety
per cent of the time, the
meaning won’t substantially
change, says ‘Wired’.

Think cyberspace
That’s because the term
doesn’t refer to any ONE spe-
cific type of technology. It’s
a broad shift in how we in-
teract with technology. Right

now you may think it’s difficult to
understand ‘metaverse’, but as we
have learned with technology and
social media in the last one and
half decades, today’s cool verse is
tomorrow’s everyday lingo, till it
becomes obsolete and is taken over
by something new.

The term became buzzword
with Mark Zukerberg’s decision to
rename Facebook as Meta. While
that may have been done because
of the negative publicity the plat-
form was receiving, the term

‘meta’ and ‘meta-
verse’ both grabbed
eyeballs of the whole
world.

IT EXISTS
Several components
of metaverse tech-
nologies have al-
ready been devel-
oped within modern

internet-enabled video
games. For instance, the
2003 virtual world plat-
form ‘Second Life’ is often
described as the first
metaverse, as it incorpo-

rated many aspects of so-
cial media into a per-
sistent three-dimen-
sional world with the
user represented as

an avatar.
Social functions are

often an integral feature in
many multiplayer online games.
Technology journalist Clive
Thompson has argued that the
emergent, social-based gameplay of
‘Minecraft’ represents an advanced
analog of a metaverse. Similar
statements were made for the game

‘Roblox’, which has since employed
significant usage of the term in
marketing. Other claims of devel-
oping a metaverse include the
games like ‘Active Worlds’, ‘The
Palace’, ‘Decentraland’, and ‘Fort-
nite’ – all in video games.

If you were to understand the
term in terms of movies think
‘Ready Player One’, or even better,
‘The Matrix’ franchise. With the
latest installment out recently, go
back to the movies to understand
the concept of augmented and vir-
tual reality.

METAVERSES?
It's still unclear whether there will
be one metaverse or many different
separate metaverses, but this
seems to be the one constant: The
metaverse is an immersive next-
generation version of the internet,
likely rendered by virtual or aug-
mented reality technology.

Nover explains further in
‘Quartz’: The venture capitalist
Matthew Ball, whose writing on
the metaverse has influenced Mark
Zuckerberg, describes the meta-

verse as a “successor state to
the mobile internet” and a
“platform for human leisure,

labor, and exis-
tence at

large.”

MIRRORWORLD: A mirrorworld is a digitally
rendered version of the real world
where there are virtual coun-
terparts of real-life peo-
ple, places, and things.
Mirrorworlds are often
found in sci-fi works,
like Netflix’s ‘Stranger
Things’, ‘The Matrix’ film
series, the novel and film
‘Ready Player One’.

SKEUOMORPHIC DESIGN: The term means

that virtual objects will
be made to closely resemble real-

world ones.

DIGITAL TWIN: A digital twin is a vir-
tual version of a real-life

object or structure. The
term was first intro-
duced in the 1991 book
‘Mirror Worlds’ by
David Gelernter.

AVATAR: An avatar is
your persona in a virtual

world. This digital rendering
of your appearance may look like

you, resemble a cartoon (as
popularised by Snapchat’s Bitmoji and
Apple’s Memoji).

VIRTUAL REALITY (VR): VR is an
immersive experience where one puts
on a headset and sees, and can operate
within, a digital world.

AUGMENTED REALITY (AR): AR is a digi-
tal overlay projected on the
real world. Think of Niantic’s
Pokemon Go, Snapchat’s dancing
hot dog, or even wearables like
Google Glass.

MIXED REALITY (MR): Mixed reality 
incorporates elements of VR

and AR.
source: quartz

What’s

YYour?
Terms you need to know
about to understand the
metaverse

The metaverse is a 3D augmented world. You’ll be
“walking” through it via connected headsets or

glasses. But the concept of metaverse is still being
developed even as you are reading this. So, it’s

okay to take your time
to understand it

better

Y
ou could be sitting in your living
room, and enjoying a live concert of
your favourite band through the
metaverse. These virtual concerts

in the metaverse, where you just have to put
your glasses on, are going to be much more

immersive than listening to a live video. You
can see yourself moving through the crowd in

a little cartoony avatar, going as close as pos-
sible to the artistes. It’s as if you ARE there.

World over, various artists can now do shows
on the metaverse to engage a far wider audi-

ence than they ever could think of. Possibly, everyone in the world inter-
ested in a particular artist’s work or band, or music, as there are no
physical limitations on the number of people attending. Also, a virtual
concept is more financially viable one as artistes and crew don’t need
to travel and there is no need to set up costly sets for the same. What
could be better than that in the times we live in?

S
wedish clothing
brand H&M has
jumped on the
metaverse bandwag-

on with panache. Here's
what's happening… The
brand has opened a new vir-
tual store in the metaverse
CEEK city.

WHAT’S CEEK CITY? 
It’s a VR-based metaverse known for its virtual
worlds that are meant to connect players (your
meta avatars), with music artistes, athletes,
and other digital content creators. The new
CEEK City universe offers customers to
navigate through the store, select the
goods they desire and make a purchase

– all in the metaverse, a 3D virtual reality
world similar to the physical world.

Your avatar will be able to walk through its new store in the metaverse
and choose the clothes you want, and even purchase it! These will be

digital-only clothes meant for the players’ avatars though. But here’s
the twist. The fashion brand plans to extend the functionality to

real life. For instance, when your meta avatar buys some-
thing in the virtual store, you will be able to collect it

from the physical store nearest to you. How
about that? 

LET’S GO TO

H
yundai’s visions for this vir-
tual space is quite futuristic.
At CES 2022, the company
showcased concepts of

using Boston Dynamics robots to
help humans “overcome the physical
limitations of movement in time and
space”, reports ‘Business Insider’.

They are looking into the possi-

bility of people experiencing what
it’s like to be on Mars without actual-
ly being there. The report further
stated that in a video showcased by
Hyundai, a father and daughter are
seen experiencing the red planet
through a Boston
Dynamics Spot
robot that’s physi-
cally present
there. Spot scans
the planet collect-
ing real-time data and imagery for
your digital avatars to experience. 

Soon, the company will use the
metaverse technology to let you
experience how a sandstorm feels
with real-time wind data collection
and even touch rocks! 

A
s the article above
pointed out, meta-
verse has been ex-
plored in books
and movies for a

while. Let’s look at a few of
them to understand how cre-
ative these
movies got with
the concept of
metaverse.

In the 2009
sci-fi flick,
‘Gamer’, a com-
puter program-
mer invents self-
replicating

nanites that replace
brain tissue and allow humans to control
other humans’ actions.

The plot of 2012 movie, ‘Wreck-it
Ralph’, revolves around various video
game characters leaving their in-game
roles. It tells the story of a video game vil-

lain who rebels to become a hero.
‘Ghost in the Shell: Standalone Com-

plex’ is a classic anime movie spawned the
TV show and a Hollywood movie starring
Scarlett Johansson. The story grappled
with the idea of the nature of identity in a
future where humans can transfer their

consciousness
into cyborg bodies.

Johansoon also
starred in the Os-
car-nominated
movie, ‘Her’, where
she plays an AI
named Samantha
bought by Theodore
Twombly (Joaquin
Phoenix), an intro-

verted writer, who is lonely and lost after
his divorce. In the recently-released film,
‘Free Guy’, Ryan Reynolds’ character Guy
is a bank teller who discovers he is actual-
ly a non-player character in an open-world
video game! SHOP FOR YOUR 

META AVATAR
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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D
AVPS, sector-49, Gurugram
has been chosen as the first
centre for covid 19 vacci-
nation of children age be-

tween 15-18 years in Gurugram.
To mark this momentous occa-

sion, Yash Garg IAS, the deputy
commissioner
of Gurugram
lit the sacred
lamp and
marked the
opening of the
drive by blow-
ing the conch.

He thanked
the parents for
keeping faith
and coming for-
ward to help in

making India COVID free. He also mo-
tivated the students to be the ambas-
sador of this mega drive.

The event was completed with the
honourary presence of CMO, Viren-
der Yadav, Dr MP Singh, immunisa-
tion officer, Gurugram, Dr JP Singh,

surveillance offi-
cer Covid, Guru-
gram, Dr Hard-
eep MO. Hundred
students were
successfully vac-
cinated on the
first day with Co-
vaxin. DAV Pub-
lic School Sector
49 is ready to play
its part for a
Covid free India.

Initiation of vaccination
drive for studentsK

haitan Public
S c h o o l ,
S a h i b a b a d ,
hosted its third
TEDx event on

the December 24, 2021 in the
school auditorium in hybrid
mode. The tagline for the
event was ‘Surviving and
Thriving-The Untold Success
Stories.’ The school played
host to 10 illustrious speak-
ers from varied areas of ex-
pertise to address the gath-
ering of more than 500 on-
line and onsite attendees.
Among the 10 amazing
speakers were three Khaita-
nians. The event was graced
by the presence of the edu-
cation director Mamta
Kapoor; the vice principal
Teaching and Learning Dr
Himani Tyagi; the vice prin-

cipal Pastoral Care, Anand
Kumar and the head of Se-
nior School, Rishika Shar-
ma. The diverse cast of
speakers took the stage one
by one, sharing their ideas
and experiences over the
course of their allotted time
duration. The excited audi-
ence got a chance to inter-

act with each speaker and
ask questions during the
Q&A session, which trans-
formed the event into a real
and fruitful learning expe-
rience for all.

The fascinating journey
began with a dynamic open-
ing ceremony followed by a
zestful dance performance

‘Yogeshwaraya – A Musical
Offering to Adiyogi’ by the
Khaitanians. Following that,
the education director Mam-
ta Kapoor energised the au-
dience with her invigorat-
ing words. The first speak-
er, Lavinia Thanapathy, set
the pace with her inspiring
oration which was further
enlivened by the musical
performance of Kiran and
Nivi. Thereafter, ‘Fanaa’, a
lovely dance performance
by the head girl of the
school, Ishita Bharadwaj,
filled the entire atmosphere
with serenity.

The event also witnessed
the   magnificent and spec-
tacular ideas shared by
Richa Sharma, Aditya Raj
Kaul, Rahul Saria and
Saurin Desai. The stimulat-

ing thoughts of Namya
Joshi, Chhavi Koul, Devansh
Bhardwaj and Advik Rohith
were quite engaging. The
closing ceremony was
marked by the performance-
‘Malala’, honouring the val-
our of Malala Yousafzai, the
youngest-ever Nobel Prize
laureate.

The event culminated
with the vote of thanks ex-
tended by the event organ-
izer, Snehlata Chauhan. The
parents appreciated the ef-
forts of the school for pro-
viding a platform to the stu-
dents to exhibit their talent.
The attendees left the ven-
ue feeling enriched and in-
vigorated. The audience ex-
claimed that they felt intel-
lectually and spiritually
stimulated after the experi-
ence. TEDx Khaitan Public
School has, once again,
proven to be a vibrant red
feather in the school’s cap.

Students of classes preschool to II of Modern Pub-
lic School, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi initiated a proj-
ect on the fascinating world of animals and birds

as a part of International Dimension in Schools.
The project aimed at the study of animals and birds

from different countries such as India, South Africa and
America. Activities like races, fashion show, mask mak-
ing and posters were organised for the learners of class-
es preschool to II. The objective of the activities was to
bring the children closer to the life on land. It helped in
sensitising students towards the importance and vari-
ous habitats of animals and help them develop the feel-
ing of love and oneness for them.

About animals and birds

R
yyaann  IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  SScchhooooll Noida is happy to
share that it has been ranked at number 9 in
city ranking by the Education World School

Rankings 2021-22.
The euphoric moment was also graced by the

CEO of the Ryan International Group of Institutions
Ryan Pinto who appreciated this special recognition. 

Sumita Mukherjee, the school principal received
the award on behalf of students and staff, validating
the progressive approach of the school.

RYAN NOIDA
RANKS 9 IN EWSR

PARENT OR A POWER PARENT!

A s Mahatma Gandhi said, “be the
change you want to see in the
world”, I believe volunteering to

serve humanity is a step towards bring-
ing a positive change in this world. As a
privileged individual, it should be a sole
duty to give back to the community as
we are enjoying its liberties. Volunteer-
ing doesn't mean that we must join an
organisation; it can be done in solitary
just by putting in some time and effort.

Volunteering in an organisation lets
you help a cause you appreciate, all while
doing the work you relish. Volunteers
are an integral part of the organisation,
they level the playing field and are the
glue that holds a community together
and makes it a better place. When we
volunteer, we speak for the causes that
we praise and through which lives can
be improved, for good. To quote Zach So-
biech, "What makes you happy is see-
ing someone else smile because you put
it there. That's what's awesome about

living in this world." This quote explains
the fact that helping others kindles hap-
piness. Volunteers make little things
count. They help in tasks that may seem
minor but certainly have an impressive
impact. They go from picking up trash,
painting a community building, help-
ing stray dogs to working at an animal
shelter, educating the underprivileged,
fighting for rights, chaperoning a field
trip and many more. Volunteering con-
stantly makes a difference whether it's

a large or a small task. They provide sol-
ace and comfort to all individuals by giv-
ing them hope and guidance who may
be missing it by making dreams come
true. They give hope to the impoverished
kids in our society who are restricted
to go to schools due to their family’s or-
thodox beliefs or financial crisis by try-
ing to educate them and making them
realise their potential. Volunteering lays
a significant impact on the youth’s mind.
All selflessly working for a good cause
without expecting anything, creates a
good emotion for the young ones. Thus,
volunteers can also be taken as a role
model.

“Act as if what you do
makes a difference…it
does.”- William James

MANUSHRI SINGH,

CLASS XI, LA MARTINIERE

GIRLS COLLEGE, LUCKNOW

W hile a parent steps back for
their children to learn and
grow, power parents step into

their children's lives. They are present
and involved, they're on top of the na-
ture versus nurture debate, and are con-
scious that while their children will
grow naturally, only through nurture
will they grow extraordinarily.

In short, power parents have a clear
roadmap not for what their children
will do, what they will become, but of
the role they must play in order for their
children to achieve not only success,
but their destiny!

The path to power parenting is sim-
ple and has but a single mantra - Do not
clap for your children! Their success
lies in their originality, creativity and
ingenuity.

COMPARISON : Comparison is the death
of ingenuity. Constant comparison of
children achieves nothing but a poor
shadow of what they were compared
to. I'm reminded of something Adam
Gilchrist was once asked, of whether
Mahendra Singh Dhoni would become
the next Gilchrist, Adam smiled and
said that he wouldn't become the next
Gilchrist, but the first Dhoni. Value
your child's originality and creativity.

Nurture it and help them to become the
best version of themselves, not a xerox
of someone or something you admire.

LABELLING : Children are like clay,
they become what you mould them
into. Albert Einstein flunked in Ger-
man, his mother tongue! If he were to
be labelled for just that as the most
stupid man on earth, Physics as we
know, would not exist. Stop labelling
your children for their shortcomings!
Dive into their minds and find out
their talent, their theory of relativity,
help them discover how they will re-
late themselves into this world. If on
the other hand you label them con-
sistently and constantly, they will be-
come restricted to that label and ulti-
mately be buried under the burden of

a false truth that will become their
identity.

ASPIRATIONS : Your child is not a medi-
um to fulfil your unfulfilled aspirations
and desires. While it's important to
make sure that they don't make the mis-
takes you made in your life, it is to be
understood that your children are their
own person, they have their own pur-
pose. Hold them close to you but set
them free, free to dream, to aspire. Nur-
ture them, guide them and inspire them
to fulfil their own glorious purpose.

PERSPECTIVE : Bridge the gap, talk to
your children and see the world through
their eyes. Your child belongs to a new
generation, sees a different variation
of the world than what you had 20 years
ago. Do not go into parenting your child
with the blinders of your perspective.

My dear parents, these children are
all unique, different from you, and from
each other. Pat them on
the back for who they
are but do not clap for
them.

KAINAAT MANSOOR,
TEACHER, UNITY 

COLLEGE, LUCKNOW

A habit that can bring enormous change in the world

The untold success stories 

NATURE
I wanted to write a poem,
a poem on nature.
I thought about everything,
and came up with a creative.
The greenery of plants,
the chirping of birds,
humans with home,
and birds who always roam.
Blossom of flowers,
and everyone has some power.
Ant or elephant,
everyone has a cowl.
Nature denotes green,
green means satisfaction.
From trees to plant,
both give oxygen.
Save nature save lives,
it will give wonderful vibes.

Utsav KR Jha, class VIII, Mount Abu

Public School, Rohini

NAZALIA KHAN, class VIII C, Hamdard
Public School, Sangam Vihar

DPSG hosts badminton
tournament 

C
hairman’s Cup, Inter
DPSG Badminton
Tournament was
hosted by DPSG

Sushant Lok on December 23
and 24, 2021. Various teams
from the DPSG Schools from
Delhi NCR participated in this
two -day event. The tourna-
ment included matches for
both Under 13 Boys and Girls
and Under 17 Boys and Girls.

Vikram Singh Thakran,
the general secretary of
Haryana Badminton Associa-
tion graced the occasion as the
chief guest. The tournament
was declared open with a lamp
lighting ceremony followed by

a melodious performance by
the school orchestra to wel-
come the chief guest.

The principal Meenu
Chopra highlighted the bene-
fits of sports for our physical
and mental wellbeing. She also
expressed her pleasure over
the Double Height Badminton
Court of DPSG Sushant Lok
being put to an optimised use
by the budding players.

DPSG Dehradun is the
winner of Under17 Boys;
DPSG Merrut Road wins the
Under17 Girls as well as Un-
der 13 Boys Category and
DPSG Palam Vihar has won
the Under 13 Girls Category.

Celebrating 
Christmas 
carnival with
Cankids

D
elhi Public
School, sector
45, Gurgaon,
celebrated its

annual Christmas Car-
nival with the children
of Cankids…Kidscan,
an NGO that is dedicat-
edly working in the field
of childhood cancer
care. Before the pan-
demic every year, these
bravehearts from Delhi
NCR, were invited to
spend one day of fun
and frolic with the DPS
family.

The script for the
video was written, acted
and directed by the stu-
dents of class XI, which
was a melting pot of bol-
lywood dances, Christ-
mas carols, quiz and the-
atre. Santa Claus spread
festive cheer and happi-
ness along with popular
cartoons like Doraemon,
Chotta Bheem, Shinchan

and Motu Patlu. The
message of hope and
blossoming life echoed
through the presenta-
tion.

The director princi-
pal, Aditi Misra, in her
address, lauded the spir-
it of children battling
cancer. She called them
real superheroes and
urged them to be posi-
tive as each day brings

new healing.
The virtual Christ-

mas celebration organ-
ised by the Cankids
Foundation saw per-
formances by Kids Can
Konnect (KCK) and the
Path Pradarshak Pari-
varik Sahayak Group
(P3SG). The cancer sur-
vivors shared their ex-
periences after a cy-
clothon event.



Q1:
Which cricket team has won
the 2019-20 Vijay Hazare

Trophy? 
a) Karnataka

b) Gujarat

c) Jharkhand

d) Tamil Nadu

Q2:
In context of the Indian
awards and honors in sports,

which among the following is given as
a lifetime achievement award? 
a) Dronacharya Award

b) Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award

c) Dhyan Chand Award

d) Arjuna Award

Q3:
Who among the following

served as India’s first

Test Captain? 

a) Nawab of Pataudi Senior

b) Nawab Mansoor Ali Khan

c) C. K. Nayudu

d) Lala Amarnath

Q4:
What does the globe in

the ICC World Cup Trophy

symbolise?   

a) World

b) All participating nations

c) Cricket Ball

d) Unity

Q5:
Ravichandran Ashwin holds

the record for the Indian

with the most Player of the Series

awards in  Test matches. How many

times has won the award?

a) 6   b) 9   c) 5   d) 7

Q6:
When was the first UCI

Mountain Bike World Cup held?    

a) 1999   b) 1996   c) 1989   d) 1985

Q7:
When was the Olympic

Flame first introduced in

the Winter Olympics? 

a) 1904   b) 1924   c) 1936   d) 1900

Q8:
Which player is given the

Golden Glove Award?  

a) Best player

b) Best Goal-keeper

c) Top Goal-scorer

d) Best Striker

Q9:
Which among the following

is the first country to win

the World Cup on home soil?   

a) Australia

b) India

c) England

d) West Indies

Q10:
Which country won the
1st FIFA Football World

Cup held in 1930?   
a) England 

b) Uruguay 

c) Argentina 

d) Yugoslavia
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QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS: 1. a Karnataka

2. c Dhyan Chand Award   3. c C. K. Nayudu

4. c Cricket ball   5. b 9   6. c 1989   

7. c 1936   8. b Best Goal-keeper

9. b India   10. b Uruguay

Ravichandran
Ashwin

T
eaming up for the first-
time on the ATP Tour,
India’s Rohan Bopanna

and Ramkumar Ramanathan
won the Adelaide Interna-
tional doubles trophy with a
hard-fought 7-6 (6) 6-1 win over
top seeds Ivan Dodig and
Marcelo Melo on Sunday.

Bopanna’s excellent serv-
ice returns at crucial times
and Ramkumar’s all-round
game tilted the match in their

favour. In the one hour and 21
minutes contest, the Indians
saved all break points and
broke their rivals twice.

It was Bopanna’s 20th ATP
doubles title and first for
Ramkumar. The win would be
a huge confidence booster for
Ramkumar ahead of the Aus-
tralian Open Qualifiers, where
he will aim to make the sin-
gles main draw of a Grand
Slam once again. PTI

Rohan Bopanna of India and Ramkumar Ramanathan of India Mens Doubles

winner hold up the trophy

BOPANNA AND RAMKUMAR
WIN ADELAIDE INTERNATIONAL 

Dramatic 4th Ashes Test denies Australia a series clean sweep

E
ngland’s tailenders resisted Aus-
tralia’s bowlers in fading light
Sunday to clinch a draw on a dra-
matic final day of the fourth Test
at the Sydney Cricket Ground.
Jack Leach, Stuart Broad and
then Jimmy Anderson batted out

the final 10 overs under immense pressure, after
Pat Cummins and Scott Boland took three quick
wickets in the final session before Steve Smith
removed Leach with two overs remaining to set
up a nervous finale to a gripping test match.

ENGLAND’S BEST
IN SERIES 

At stumps, England finished 270-9 with Broad
unbeaten on eight and Anderson not out on zero
to give England its best result of the five-match
series, which Australia leads 3-0.

With the final hour approaching, Cummins
removed Jos Buttler and Mark Wood in the space
of three balls to turn the test on its head after it
was looking increasingly likely that England
would earn a draw after its most determined bat-

ting effort of the series.
Scott Boland then continued his incredible

start to test cricket by having first-innings cen-
turion Jonny Bairstow caught at bat pad by Mar-
nus Labuschagne for 41. It was Boland’s 14th wick-
et in just his second test after making
his test debut at Melbourne’s 3rd test
where he was named man of the match.

But Broad and Leach saw out the
remaining 10 overs despite Australia

having all its fielders around the bat in catching
positions as the fading light meant Australia had
to bowl spinners Nathan Lyon and Steve Smith
in the final three overs.

Earlier in the session, Stokes, no stranger in
proving to be an immovable object for Australia
after his heroics in the 2019 Ashes series in Eng-
land, did not appear to let the pain of his left side
injury curtail his attacking shots as he crushed
ten boundaries and a six as part of his 60 runs,
to go with his 66 in the first innings. But Lyon

eventually made the vital breakthrough as he
caught Stokes in two minds as to whether to play
at the ball or leave it. In the end he did neither
and guided a simple chance to Steve Smith at slip.
It was the ninth time that Lyon has taken Stokes’
wicket, including twice in this match.

As the final hour loomed, Cummins (2-80) made
a big breakthrough trapping Jos Buttler lbw for
11. On-field umpire Paul Reiffel initially rejected
the appeal before Cummins referred to the TV um-
pire, who reversed the decision. Two balls later
Cummins dismissed Wood with a vicious in-swing-
ing delivery that hit the tail-ender on the foot for
a much easier lbw decision for Reiffel to confirm.

SURVIVAL GAME ON
Boland then had Bairstow caught at bat pad to

expose England’s tail, but Leach and Broad and
then Anderson found a way to survive despite up
to nine fielders in close catching positions. Before
tea, Joe Root and Stokes combined for a 60-run
partnership from 26 overs before Scott Boland had
the English skipper edging through to wicket-
keeper Alex Carey for 24 to give Australia renewed
optimism it may be able to bowl England out.

Needing to bat out the day to draw the Test
after being set an improbable 388 to win, the
tourists lost a very defensive-minded Hameed (9)
and Malan (4) in the morning session, but Zak
Crawley decided that attack was the best
form of defense as he unleashed
eight boundaries on his way to a
69-ball half-century. Hameed was
dropped by Carey off Pat Cum-
mins, but only survived a few
overs more as he again edged
through to Carey, who made
the catch, to give
Scott Boland yet another
wicket in his bright start in
test cricket.

Lyon (2-28) was intro-
duced into the attack and in
his third over found a way
through Malan’s defenses to
have England at 74-2 after the first
hour of play.

Crawley’s enterprising innings was
halted at 77 after 13 boundaries when Cameron
Green (1-38) captured the 23-year-old opener leg
before wicket. AP
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Real Madrid thrash Valencia 4-1, extend lead in La Liga

You have to want to play it all day, every day to get to the top.

Monica Seles, American tennis player
MONDAY, JANUARY 10, 2022
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Karim Benzema Vinicius Jr

R
eal Madrid strike duo
Karim Benzema and
Vinicius Jr both
scored a brace to give
the La Liga leaders a

4-1 home win over Valencia on
Saturday, putting them back on
track after last weekend’s disap-
pointing loss to Getafe.

Benzema opened the scoring
shortly before halftime from the
penalty spot, his 300th goal in all
competitions for Real. He is the
fourth player in the club’s histo-
ry to reach the milestone after Al-
fredo di Stefano (308), Raul (323)
and Cristiano Ronaldo (450).

Fan favourite Vinicius, who
missed Real’s last two games af-
ter testing positive for COVID-19,
came back with a vengeance and
scored twice early in the second
half. Goncalo Guedes scored Va-
lencia’s consolation goal in the
76th minute with a header on the
rebound after Thibaut Courtois
had saved his penalty kick. Ben-
zema sealed the emphatic win two
minutes from the end with a low
shot from inside the box.

TOP SCORERS
Real Madrid extended their lead
at the top of the standings to 49
points from 21 games, eight points
ahead of Sevilla, who have two
games in hand, and host Getafe
on Sunday. It took a while for Car-
lo Ancelotti’s team to warm up
on a freezing winter night at San-
tiago Bernabeu, where the fans
are becoming used to gathering
between scaffolding as Real

Madrid continue the 800-million-
euro ($908.72 million) renovation
of their home.

After a flat beginning, Real
found their rhythm late in the first
half as Luka Modric struck a shot
that rattled the crossbar. The hosts
kept pressing until they found the
opener after Casemiro fell inside
the area when challenged by de-
fender Omar Alderete. Benzema
stepped up and rifled the ball
into the top right corner beyond
Jasper Cillessen.

Real kept up their pace after
halftime and Vinicius scored
twice in nine minutes, first after
a beautiful combination with Ben-
zema, clearing two defenders be-
fore finishing all alone in the box.

Benzema’s goals meant he
stayed clear at the top of the
scoring charts in LaLiga this
season with 17, followed by Vini-
cius on 12. Together they have
scored 29 of Real’s 45 league
goals this campaign. REUTERS

It’s an honour and I’m proud to

reach 301 goals with Real Madrid

because they are the best club

in the world. We played a great

game for ourselves but also for the

fans, who deserved it after the

loss to Getafe.

KARIM BENZEMA

VINICIUS, BENZEMA SCORE BRACES
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Great game of Test

cricket. We got close.

Bitless weather might have

got us there. Obviously

would’ve loved 4-0, but good

match. The forecasts

are hopeless, I learned

that this week.

Getting close to

400, I felt we

needed that. The

wicket wasn’t

playing too many

tricks. And I

thought there was

enough time. 

AUSTRALIA SKIPPER

PAT CUMMINS
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Australian players react as England’s Stuart
Broad (C) plays a shot on day five of the fourth

Ashes cricket test between Australia and
England at the Sydney Cricket Ground


